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last week, europol said it is in talks
with rapidshare about the possibility

of requiring that users who share
copyrighted content on rapidshare
register with the europol office so

they can be identified and potentially
arrested if the crime is big enough or
repeat offenders are sought. this also
means that a good bittorrent client is
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a great asset for a p2p network. the
bittorrent client must be able to keep
track of files in flight, send metadata
about them, and it must be able to

throttle the download of files. it
should also be able to handle a large

number of concurrent downloads.
cancel file transfer is a standard
protocol of bit-torrent and p2p

networks. it prevents the transfer of a
file until a later time when the
destination first receives this
message. the most important

element of a gnutella-based network
is the lists of ip addresses and port
numbers where files can be found.

we have stopped charging for
premium features like quicklook and
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file undo, and we have set a pre-
funded start-up reserve of half a

million dollars to be used for support
of sites and services that we think

are important and will be around long
term. of course, the most important
factor in deciding what is important

and what we support is a long
standing principle which we never

compromise: sites will only be
allowed on our service that we think
are useful, credible, non-infringing

and not a threat to our community or
rapidshare. we certainly dont want to

create an environment where sites
can spread false information or
otherwise promote infringement

because of the risk of being
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deplatformed. thats why we do a
thorough review of every new site or
service that wants to join, including
checking the site against the sites

weve banned.
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the sites founder was, till the court
hearing, however, refused to attend.
if he did show up in court, he would
probably defend himself in the style

of a pirate film; hes likely to say
things like, i can only relate to the

hardships of the file-sharers, but his
position will be that of a heroic peer-
to-peer file sharing pioneer. the case,

the world record in terms of the
highest amount of fines imposed on

an individual, is significant because it
could set a precedent for courts all
over the world to pass similar harsh
penalties on site operators and file
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sharers in an effort to minimize the
effects of such sites and ultimately

prevent them from growing.
rapidshare has been under fire for
years. in september 2010, the us

department of justice demanded that
it stop facilitating the unlawful

distribution of copyrighted works. this
action was taken after a two-year
investigation of rapidshare, during
which investigators found evidence
rapidshare had unknowingly hosted
more than 2.5 million infringing files,

out of more than 750 million files
indexed on its site. rapidshare has
disputed that it knowingly hosts

pirated content, but has agreed to
install safeguards, such as a content
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moderator to identify and remove
pirated content as it is uploaded. to
date, rapidshare has not made any
significant changes to its website or

filed for business bankruptcy,
contrary to fears that it would do so

in an effort to escape liability.
although the data that rapidshare
compiled for the us department of

justice was kept under wraps, a
document leaked to torrentfreak that
showed rapidshare had lodged more
than 1.1 million legal complaints over
the course of the year, which it said
constituted all legitimate content on

its site. 5ec8ef588b
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